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Most statistical NLP uses only natural language corpora & annotations

• Most NLP tasks currently dealt with using only text + labels
• Speech recognition, language modeling, text
compression, machine translation

• Parsing
• Question Answering, reading comprehension
• Document classification
• Disambiguation
• Dialogue, chatbots, personal assistants
• Etc.
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Most statistical NLP uses only natural language corpora & annotations

• Language modeling: from text to

P (next word | previous words)
<latexit sha1_base64="RDUM3l1VGF6ETTLS/S7sQkJWFVE=">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</latexit>

• In theory, it would require complete understanding to obtain the best model, but the loglikelihood (perplexity) achieved by humans is not much better than that obtained by the
best deep nets.

• Speech recognition and machine
translation: similar to language
modeling, but conditioned on
acoustics or other sequences of
words. We’ve made huge progress
with deep learning, but the kinds of
errors made by these systems show
that they don’t understand what the
sequences of words actually mean.
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Common Sense & Winograd Schemas
The women stopped taking pills because they were pregnant.
Which entities were pregnant? The women or the pills?

The women stopped taking pills because they were carcinogenic.
Which entities were carcinogenic? The women or the pills?

Humans: 100% accurate
SOTA systems: 56% accurate
Chance: 50% accuracy

Intuitive Psychology and Intuitive Physics
Still lacking in our
best AIs

What is missing?
• What does it mean for a machine to understand a
question, a document?
• What kind of knowledge would be required to do that?
• How is that knowledge to be acquired by the
computer?

Alien Language Understanding: a Thought Experiment
Imagine yourself approaching another planet and observing the bits of information
exchanged by aliens communicating with each other
Unlike on Earth, their communication channel is noisy, but like on Earth, bandwidth is
expensive à the best way to communicate is to maximally compress the messages, which
leads to sequences of random bits being actually exchanged
If we only observe the compressed messages, there is no way we can ever understand the
alien language
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Alien Language Understanding: a Thought Experiment
How can we learn to understand the alien language?
We need to do grounde language learning: we need to observe what the aliens are doing
jointly with their messages, to try to decipher their intentions, context, etc.
For this we need to build an ’Alien World Model’ which captures the causal structure of
their behaviors and resulting changes in their environment.
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Natural Language Understanding Requires Understanding the World

• Not understanding everything, just the aspects of the world to which we refer to with
natural language

• That means solving the part of AI which deals with ‘understanding how the world
works’

Jointly Learning Natural Language and a World Model

• Should we first learn a world model and then a natural language description of it?
• Or should agents jointly learn about language and about the world?
• I lean towards the latter.
• Consider top-level hidden representations learned by supervised ImageNet classifiers.
They tend to be much better and easier to learn than those learned by unsupervised
learning. Why?

• Because language (here object categories) provides to the learner clues about relevant
semantic high-level factors from which it is easier to generalize.

• See my earlier paper on cultural evolution, which posits that culture can help a learner
escape from poor optimization, guide (through curricula) the learner to better explanations
about the world.

System 1 vs System 2 Cognition
Two systems (and categories of cognitive tasks):

•

System 1
• Cortex-like (state controller and representations)
• intuitive, fast heuristic, UNCONSCIOUS, non-linguistic
• what current DL does quite well

•

System 2
• Hippocampus (memory) + prefrontal cortex
• slow, logical, sequential, CONSCIOUS, linguistic, algorithmic
• what classical symbolic AI was trying to do

• Grounded language learning: combine both systems

Associating Words & Sentences with Images

Computers have made huge strides in

perception thanks to
deep learning.
That is good but not enough. Our best
current deep nets do not understand the
physical or social nature of our world, e.g.,
3D nature of the world with objects.
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Our current world models suck too…

Adversarial example,
Optimized to defeat the
classifier

è We need to train much better models of how the world works

Develop learning procedures which figure out how their
small-scale environment works
• We are doing ML, so the outcome of research is a learning framework, which can be
applied potentially on a vast array of different ‘worlds’ (environments)

• If our learning framework cannot solve simple environments, it is not going to solve
the human-level understanding of our world

• Our current trained models are very poor at understanding our world (insufficient
computational resources or poor learning algorithms?)

• Working on a simpler virtual environment leads to a faster research cycle
• We can gradually make the environments more realistic and complex as our learning
methods and our computational capabilities improve

Learning « How the world ticks »
• So long as our machine learning models « cheat » by relying only on
superficial statistical regularities, they remain vulnerable to out-ofdistribution examples

• Humans generalize better than other animals thanks to a more accurate
internal model of the underlying causal relationships

• To predict future situations (e.g., the effect of planned actions) far from
anything seen before while involving known concepts, an essential
component of reasoning, intelligence and science
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Beyond the iid assumption
• The assumption that the test data is from the same distribution as the
training data is too strong, and it is often violated in practice, leading to
poor out-of-distribution generalization.

• I propose to consider relaxed assumptions: the test data was generated
under the same causal dynamics, but from different initial conditions
(which may be unlikely under the training distribution).
Stochastic dynamical system

Initial
conditions

Observed
data
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Early Steps in the Baby AI Game Project
• Create a game in which a human player has the role of teacher or parent
for a Baby AI learner which needs to really understand its environment as
well as natural language instructions to complete its missions

• The main job of the player is to design a curriculum to help the learner
figure out the main concepts in the environment

• A way to collect natural language data of human-in-the-loop systems
• A way to evaluate and benchmark agent learning and grounded language
learning algorithms with a focus on sample complexity: the player would
get bored quickly if the Baby AI needs too many human-provided
interactions

• A way to evaluate and benchmark machine teaching algorithms (we can
also use a trained system to play the role of the teacher, and it is actually
important to get this research off the ground, until the learners get good
enough to make the game sufficiently interesting for human players).
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Early Steps in the Baby AI Game Project
• Designing and
training
experts for
each level,
which can
serve as
teachers and
evaluators for
the Baby AI
learners

• Partially
observable, 2D grid,
instructions
about objects,
locations,
actions
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What’s Missing to Achieve Understanding
• More autonomous learning, better unsupervised learning, discovering the underlying causal
factors and causal mechanisms

• Grounded language learning of agents
• Agents which can actively explore their environment to make sense of it, and take
advantage of humans to speed up learning and understanding of high-level concepts

• Agent learning which extends to completely new situations by unrolling powerful predictive
models which can help reason in an abstract space about unlikely (and potentially
dangerous) states

• Deep learning to expand from perception & system 1 cognition to reasoning & system 2
cognition
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